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Abstract

3D Human posture sequence estimation from single or multiple image se-
quences is essential in many applications, such as vision-based sport coach-
ing and physical rehabilitation. However, 3D posture sequence cannot be
accurately estimated from single image sequence due to depth ambiguity
and self-occlusion, and pre-calibration is often requiredwhen estimating 3D
posture sequence from multiple image sequences. In this paper, we present
an algorithm to accurately estimate 3D human posture sequence from two
un-calibrated image sequences by combining a modified Nonparametric Be-
lief Propagation (mNBP) method with an improved camera self-calibration
method. The mNBP estimates posture even when there is partial self-occlusion
and when the human model scale is different from that of body image in im-
age sequences. The improved self-calibration guarantees to find the optimal
rotation and relative scale between two fixed but un-calibrated scaled ortho-
graphic cameras, without a nonlinear optimization process. Quantitative and
qualitative experiment results show that the algorithm is able to estimate 3D
posture sequence from a pair of un-calibrated image sequences.

1 Introduction

3D Human posture sequence estimation from one or more image sequences is essential
in many human motion analysis applications, such as vision-based sport coaching and
physical rehabilitation. In this paper, we present an algorithm to accurately estimate 3D
human posture sequence from two un-calibrated image sequences by combining a modi-
fied Nonparametric Belief Propagation (mNBP) with a camera self-calibration.

There has been much work on posture sequence estimation in articulated human
body tracking [3, 1, 2, 9, 10, 16], which sequentially estimates 3D or 2D human pos-
ture sequence from monocular or multiple image sequences. From monocular image se-
quence [1, 9, 10, 16], 3D postures cannot be accurately estimated due to depth ambiguity
and self-occlusion, and even 2D postures are not easy to be estimated due to self-occlusion
and body rotation in depth. From multiple image sequences [3, 2], 3D postures may be
estimated quite accurately based on the pre-calibration ofmultiple cameras. However in
practice, the number of cameras may be limited to two or three, and the camera informa-
tion is often unknown beforehand [6]. As a result, self-calibration is necessary to alleviate
the issues in estimating body posture from a limited number of (i.e. two here) cameras.
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Several work has been done on camera self-calibration from two human motion image
sequences [6, 15]. However, they assume that 2D posture in each image is known in
advance. In fact, it is not trivial and even difficult to get 2Dposture from each image.
In this paper, we introduce a mNBP method to automatically estimate 2D posture from
the images, and at the same time, we develop an improved self-calibration method in
which the optimal camera information can be directly found,without requiring a nonlinear
optimization process which is the case in [6, 15].

In the following, based on a graphical model (Section 2), themNBP algorithm is
briefly introduced (Section 3) to estimate 2D (or 3D) posturefrom single (or multiple)
image. Then one self-calibration method is improved (Section 4). By iterating the mNBP
and the self-calibration two or three times, accurate 3D posture sequence can be estimated
from a pair of un-calibrated image sequences, which has beenshown by the experiments
(Section 6).

2 Articulated Human Body Model

A human skeleton model (Figure 1(a)) is used to represent body joints and bones, and a
triangular mesh model (Figure 1(b)) is used to represent thebody shape. Each vertex in
the mesh is attached to the related body part (Figure 1(c)). For each body part’s shape,
two parameters (length and width) are used to represent the size.

Human body postureX is represented

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Human body model.

by a set of body parts’ poses,X = {xi|i ∈
V }, whereV is the set of body parts. Body
part posexi = (pi,θ i) represent theith body
part’s 3D positionpi and 3D orientationθ i.
Given the shape and size of human body,
any body postureX can be rendered and
projected to generate a synthetic image ob-
servation. During posture estimation, each
synthetic observation will be used to com-
pare with a real image observationZ =
{zi|i ∈ V }, wherezi represents the real image observation for theith body part. The
relationship betweenxi and zi is represented by the observation functionφi(xi,zi). In
addition due to the articulation, every pair of adjacent body partsxi andx j must be con-
nected. This constraint is enforced by the potential function ψi j(xi,x j).

A tree-structured graphical model (Figure 1(d)) is used to represent the articulated
human body model. The tree consists of a set of nodesV and a set of edgesE . Each
nodei ∈ V is associated withxi andzi of the ith body part, and each edge(i, j) ∈ E is
associated with the potential functionψi j(xi,x j).

3 Posture Estimation by mNBP

A modified NBP (mNBP) method is introduced that can cope with partial self-occlusion
and different body image sizes in estimating 2D (or 3D) humanposture from single (or
multiple) image.



NBP [11, 12, 4] can be used to estimate each body part’s pose. However, it assumes
that observation of each part can be obtained independently[11, 12]. This limits it to cases
where there is no self-occlusion. We modify NBP to handle occlusion by changing the
joint probability of body postureX and image observationZ to Equation (1). Similar
to NBP [11], we may calculate marginal distributions by Equations (2) and (3),

p(X ,Z ) = α1 ∏
(i, j)∈E

ψi j(xi,x j) ∏
i∈V

φi(X ,zi) (1)

mn
i j(x j) ∝ α2

∫

xi

ψi j(xi,x j)φi(xi,X̃
n−1
−i ,zi) ∏

k∈Γ(i)\ j

mn−1
ki (xi)dxi (2)

p̂n(x j|Z ) ∝ α3φ j(x j,X̃
n−1
− j ,z j) ∏

i∈Γ( j)

mn
i j(x j) (3)

wheremn
i j(x j) is the message propagated from nodei to j in iterationn. Γ(i) = {k|(i,k) ∈

E } is the neighbor of nodei, andΓ(i)\ j is the neighbor ofi exceptj. X̃
n−1
−i is the set of

body parts’ pose estimations except theith body part from the(n−1)th iteration.
When body parti is partially occluded by some others, its image observationzi is

generated by both this part and the others. Together with theother body parts’ estimations
X̃

n−1
−i coming from previous iteration, each estimate ofxi can generate corresponding

observations to measure the observation functions.
As another limitation, NBP assumes that the size ratio between 3D human model and

each body image is known such that each body posture can be rendered and compared
with the real image in the same scale. However, the body imagesize may often change
overtime due to the body translation in depth. The mNBP can cope with such case by
updating human model scales when estimating eachxi. For each possible model scale,xi

andX̃
n−1
−i are used to generate a corresponding observation to measurethe observation

functions. Based on the measurement, the scale can be updated in each iteration.
Compared to these existing NBP algorithms [12, 4], the mNBP can cope with self-

occlusion and the change of body image size overtime. Furthermore, the mNBP embeds
the simulated annealing idea into the algorithm by using a decreasing factorλ to modify
potential functions in each NBP iteration. For more detail about how to design potential
functionψi j(xi,x j) and observation functionφi(xi,X̃

n−1
−i ,zi), and how to implement the

modified NBP, please refer to [13].

4 Self-calibration of Two Cameras

Based on the estimated 2D posture in each image, a self-calibration method is improved
to reconstruct 3D body postures and camera relative rotation and scale from two un-
calibrated image sequences by using kinematic constraintsof human body [6, 15]. In the
following, we introduce our method by assuming that the two cameras are scaled ortho-
graphic and the two camera scales are fixed throughout the image sequences. Then the
method is easily extended to the case of changing scales of scaled orthographic cameras.

4.1 Related Methods

Our improved self-calibration method is based on the ideas in [6, 15]. Supposepi j (i =
1, ...,F; j = 1, ...,N) is the unknown 3D position of thejth body joint in theith frame,yi j1



andyi j2 are the two correspondingly estimated 2D body points in image sequence 1 and 2
respectively. Then each sequence of estimated 2D body joints can be viewed as the scaled
orthographic projection ofFN body joints in a static scene [6]. Assuming thatpi j andyi j

are centralized, Equation (4) can be obtained by SVD [14]

W =

[

y111 ... y1N1 y211 ... ... yFN1

y112 ... y1N2 y212 ... ... yFN2

]

=

[

R̂1

R̂2

]

[

p̂11 ... p̂1N p̂21 ... ... p̂FN
]

(4)

whereR̂1 and R̂2 are the reconstructed two camera projection matrices, andp̂i j ’s are
the reconstructed 3D body joints. All the reconstructions are up to an unknown affine
transformationA, i.e.,

[

s1R1

s2R2

]

·pi j =

[

R̂1

R̂2

]

A−1 ·Ap̂i j (5)

whereA is a full rank 3×3 matrix,s1 ands2 are the unknown scales of the two cameras,
andR1 = (R11 R12)

T andR2 = (R21 R22)
T are the unknown true projection matrices

whose rows (e.g.,RT
11) are unit vectors. To reconstruct the structure (i.e.,pi j) and camera

motion (i.e.,s1R1 ands2R2), a reasonable affine transformationA has to be found.
By QR decomposition,A = SU, whereS is an orthonormal rotation matrix andU is

an upper triangular matrix. In general,S can be ignored andU may only be obtained up
to a scale [15].

In order to findU that has six unknown (but five independent) parameters, two camera
views are not enough when the cameras are scaled orthographic [7]. Assuming that the
two cameras have zero skew and unit aspect ratio, only four camera constraints can be
obtained. Therefore, other constraints have to be used. In the method of Liebowitz and
Carlson [6, 15], two kinds of rigid link constraints are used: (1) every two body parts have
a constant length ratio, and (2) each body part has a constantlength over time.

Let A1 andA2 be the two end joints of body partLA, B1 andB2 be the ends of body
partLB. Let XiA = p̂iA1 − p̂iA2 andXiB = p̂iB1 − p̂iB2 denote the two estimated body parts
at ith frame. Given the length ratiorAB of body partLA to LB, from the first kind of rigid
link constraint, there is [6]XT

iAΩXiA = r2
ABXT

iBΩXiB, whereΩ = UT U. Similarly, from
the second kind of rigid link constraint, there isXT

i,AΩXi,A = XT
i+1,AΩXi+1,A. The two

constraint equations are actually linear in term of the six (but five independent) unknown
parameters in the symmetrical matrixΩ. By combining the equations coming from all
the frames, a linear solution ofΩ can be obtained by solving over-constraint linear equa-
tions [6]. Unfortunately, such solution ofΩ is seldom positive definite due to the noise in
estimated 2D joints [15]. SinceU can be recovered (up to reflection transformation) by
Cholesky factorization ofΩ if and only if Ω is positive definite, the method of Liebowitz
and Carlson often gets into trouble in practice.

Furthermore, since the scaled orthographic camera constraints are linearly related not
to Ω but to Ω−1, the camera constraints cannot easily be combined with the rigid link
constraints. As a result,Ω has to be solved numerically by a nonlinear optimization
process in [6]. By contrast, the method of Tresadern and Reid[15] can first eliminate four
degrees of freedom inΩ−1 by considering the camera constraints, and then numerically
find the other two unknown parameters ofΩ−1 by a nonlinear optimization process.



4.2 The Improved Method

Compared with the above two methods, we observe that one of the two camera scales can
be absorbed intoU−1. As a result,U−1 and correspondingΩ−1 will have six indepen-
dently unknown parameters, and at the same time camera constraints can eliminate five of
the six DOFs ofΩ−1. We show that the remained single unknown parameter can easily be
embedded into the rigid link constraints which are related to Ω, and the single unknown
parameter can be directly obtained by solving an equation ofone-variable six-order poly-
nomial. Our method can guarantee to find the optimal solutionU−1 (or U) in the sense of
mean squared error, without any nonlinear optimization process like others [6, 15].

Let s = s2/s1 be the camera relative scale, Equation (5) can be transformed to (6)

[

R1

sR2

]

· s1pi j =

[

R̂1

R̂2

]

U−1 ·Up̂i j (6)

whereU has six DOFs. From the camera constraints, there is

RT
11Ω−1R11 = 1 (7)

RT
12Ω−1R12 = 1 (8)

RT
11Ω−1R12 = 0 (9)

RT
21Ω−1R21−RT

22Ω−1R22 = 0 (10)

RT
21Ω−1R22 = 0 (11)

The five equations are actually linear equations in terms of the six independent parameters
of Ω−1. Denote the particular and the homogeneous solution of the under-constrained
linear equations byΩ−1

0 andΩ−1
1 respectively, all the possible solutions ofΩ−1 that satisfy

the camera constraints can then be represented byΩ−1(β ) = Ω−1
0 + βΩ−1

1 . Since a real
matrix Ω−1(β ) is positive definite if and only if the determinants of all itstop left corner
submatrix are positive, and the determinants are simple functions ofβ , the valid range
(βmin,βmax) of β that satisfy the positive definite property ofΩ−1(β ) can be obtained.

Noticing thatΩ−1(β ) is a 3×3 matrix with parameterβ , we can getΩ(β ),

Ω(β ) =
1

f [3](β )







f [2]
11 (β ) f [2]

12 (β ) f [2]
13 (β )

f [2]
21 (β ) f [2]

22 (β ) f [2]
23 (β )

f [2]
31 (β ) f [2]

32 (β ) f [2]
33 (β )







where f [i](β ) is anith order polynomial in terms ofβ .
Then from the rigid link constraints, over-constraint equations can be obtained:

E(β ) =
1

f [3](β )
CB = 0 (12)

whereC is the constraint matrix which combine all the rigid link constraints in all frames,
andB = (β 2 β 1)T . In the presence of noise in estimated 2D joints,E(β ) will not be
0 and we can useF(β ) to evaluate the goodness ofβ ,

F(β ) = ET (β )E(β ) = f [4](β )/{ f [3](β )}2 (13)



where the bestβ corresponds to one minimum ofF(β ). All the possible minima can be
found by solving the first derivative equation ofF(β ),

F ′(β ) = f [6](β )/{ f [3](β )}3 = 0 (14)

i.e., f [6](β ) = 0. The roots of the sixth-order polynomial can be easily obtained, and
the bestβ solution is the one on whichF(β ) is global minimum in the valid range
(βmin,βmax). Note that such solution must exist because the non-negative F(β ) increase
to infinity at βmin andβmax.

Given the bestβ and then theΩ(β ), the affine matrixU can be got from the Cholesky
factorization ofΩ(β ) up to a reflection transformation, and then the camera relative mo-
tion and the metric 3D structure can be obtained. Note that the reflection ambiguity can
be eliminated by re-measuring the observation function using the reconstructed camera
motion and the estimated postures by mNBP.

4.3 The Extension of the Improved Method

In practice, each camera scale can change over time due to large motion in depth. In
this case, one affine transformationU has to be estimated for each frame pair in the two
image sequences. Since eachU is obtained in a single frame pair, the second rigid link
constraints on consecutive frames cannot be used. Even so, the constraint on cameras and
the first kind of rigid constraint are enough to reconstruct eachU.

When the two cameras are fixed, the reconstructedU for different frame pairs should
be different only in a scale factor. Although independent reconstruction ofU’s cannot
assure such constraint, this issue can be easily solved in a final bundle adjustment [15].

5 Iteration Process

By combining the above two sections, an iteration process isoften required to estimate
more accurate 3D human postures. In the first iteration, 2D joints in each image are es-
timated independently of the other image sequence, due to the unknown camera relative
motion. Therefore, the estimated 2D joints may not be accurate enough especially when
severe self-occlusion between body parts happens. The noise in the 2D joints will then
make the reconstruction of camera relative motion and 3D body joints not be accurate.
As a result, an iteration process is required to improve the estimation accuracy. In the
next iteration, the reconstructed (approximate) camera relative motion can be used to help
estimate both 2D and 3D positions of body joints, by combining the image information
coming from the two camera views. The more accurate 2D jointscan be used to recon-
struct 3D camera relative motion and 3D joints more accurately, which can be shown by
our test results.

6 Experimental Results

Quantitative and qualitative evaluation of our algorithm are performed with three tests.
The first test evaluates the modified NBP’s capability for estimating human posture when
the scales of 3D human model and the body image in the input image are different. For



estimating posture in the case of self-occlusion and large initial posture, please refer to
our previous work [13]. The second test evaluates the accuracy and robustness of the
improved self-calibration algorithm. The third one evaluates the capability of 3D posture
sequence estimation by combining the mNBP and the self-calibration algorithm.

To quantitatively evaluate our algorithm, we capture humanmotion using Gypsy mo-
tion capture system and extract a 3D posture sequence from the motion. Every posture is
mapped to a 54-DOF human skeleton model with mesh model for skin, and rendered us-
ing OpenGL from two viewpoints to get the two input image sequences. To obtain initial
posture for each input image, we add some uniform random noise to joint angles of the
true posture. Note that the estimated posture of previous frame can also be used as the
initial posture for the current frame image.

6.1 Posture Estimation under Different Human Model Scales

In the first test, the mNBP algorithm is used to estimate posture from a single image,
therefore the depth information cannot be accurately estimated. As a result, 2D joint
position errorE2D = 1

nh ∑n
i=1‖ŷ2i−y2i‖ is computed to assess the algorithm performance,

whereŷ2i andy2i are the estimated and the true 2D image position of theith body joint
respectively.h is the articulated body height and it is about 195 pixels in the test.
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Figure 2: Test 1. (a), (b) and (c) are the images of an initial posture corresponding to three
different human model scales. (d) is the input image. (e), (f) and (g) are images of the
estimated postures respectively. (h) is the errorE2D, starting from different human model
scales. (i) is the scale changing of human model.

Figures 2 (a)-(g) illustrate one example to estimate body posture from different human
model scales. We can see that the estimated (projected 2D) posture is very close to the
true posture, whatever the model scale is. For this example,Figure 2 (h) shows that, after
15 iterations or so, the errorE2D has decreased to a relatively small value. Figure 2 (i)
tells us that the human body model can be modified to the approximate body size in the
input image in several (i.e. 6 or so) iterations.



6.2 Reconstruction of Camera Motion and Body Posture

In the second test, a 3D posture sequence of 30 frames are used. We use the orthographic
projection of the 3D posture sequence from two fixed viewpoints as the pair of input 2D
posture sequences. For each 2D posture pair, uniform randomnoise of each 2D joint
position is increased from 0 to 9% of the body height in both image row and column
directions. The two fixed camera relative rotation angles are (−10o,−60o,20o).

Three kinds of error measurements are used to assess the self-calibration performance:
(1) 3D joint position errorE3D = 1

nh ∑l
t=1 ∑n

i=1‖p̆ti −pti‖, wherep̆ti andpti are respec-
tively the reconstructed and the true 3D positions of theith joint at framet, h is the body
height and it is 195pixels here; (2) camera relative scale error Es = ‖s̆− s‖, where ˘s ands
are the reconstructed and the true camera relative scales, and s is 1 in this test; (3) camera
relative rotation errorEr j = ‖θ̆ j − θ j‖, j = 1,2,3 whereθ̆ j andθ j are the reconstructed
and the true rotation angles around thejth axis direction.

In this test, two cases are tested: (1) self-calibration from a pair of 2D input sequences
and (2) from a single pair of 2D input images. We use the same error measurements in the
second case as in the first one, except that the errors are computed from each individual
pair and then averaged over the 30 frames.

Figure 3(a) illustrates that the 3D joint errorE3D increases linearly when 2D joint
position noise increases. Because each reconstructed 3D position is determined by the
2D joint positions, large noisy 2D joints obviously will result in large error in 3D joint
reconstruction. Figure 3(b) tells us that the errorEs increases little when the camera scale
is reconstructed from two sequences. However, when the scale comes from a single pair,
the errorEs increase with respect to 2D joint noise. The result is reasonable because
reconstruction from two sequences can capture more statistical information on camera
scale compared to the reconstruction from a single pair. Thesame reason may explain the
errorEr j around x-axis (Figure 3(c)) and z-axis (Figure 3(e)).

However, the errorEr j around y-axis (Figure 3(d)) from two sequences is not reduced
much compared with that from a single pair. It is reasonable that the 2D joint noise will
cause more reconstruction uncertainty in the y-axis direction around which there is a large
rotation angle (i.e.,−60o here), which has been verified by our more experiments.

6.3 Combination of the mNBP and the Camera Self-calibration

In the third test, we show that the 3D posture sequence estimation can be accurately
estimated from two un-calibrated cameras by iteratively using the modified NBP and the
self-calibration algorithms. Almost all the time is spent in the mNBP where each mNBP
iteration costs around 20 seconds. Here a pair of sequences of three images are used as
the input.

Figure 4(a) illustrates the 3D joint reconstruction error with respect to the iteration.
We can see that the error is still relatively large after the first iteration because each 2D
posture sequence is estimated from a single image sequence.After the first iteration, the
camera relative rotation and scale (Figure 4(b)(c)) are estimated by the self-calibration
algorithm. The 3D joint error has been reduced largely in thesecond iteration because
our modified NBP has been able to use two camera viewpoints’ image information. Fig-
ure 4(b) and (c) tell us the camera relative rotation and scale can be estimated accurately
enough to help improve the 2D posture estimation in the next iteration. Figure 4(d) and
(e) respectively illustrate the true and the reconstructed3D posture of one image pair in
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Figure 3: Test 2. The reconstruction errors.

the second iteration, from which we can see that a very similar 3D posture to the truth is
obtained in the second iteration.
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Figure 4: Test 3. (a) 3D joint error. (b) Camera relative rotation error. (c) The estimated
camera relative scale. (d) True posture, and (e) Reconstructed posture, viewed from six
viewpoints respectively.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper introduces a modified NBP algorithm and presents an efficient camera self-
calibration algorithm. By combining the two algorithms, 3Dposture sequence can be



estimated from a pair of image sequences captured by two un-calibrated but fixed cameras.
Quantitative and qualitative evaluation on the algorithmsshow that (1) the modified NBP
can estimate posture even if the human model scale is different from the body image
size, (2) the self-calibration algorithm can efficiently find the rotation and relative scale
between two scaled orthographic cameras by solving an equation of single-variable six-
order polynomial, without requiring a nonlinear optimization process, and (3) accurate 3D
posture sequence can be estimated by iterating the two algorithms quite a few times. In the
future work, tests on real image sequences will be performed. Also, the computation cost
of mNBP should be reduced in order to apply our algorithm to the long image sequences.
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